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The fuse element is the metal strip inside the fuse that melts when an overload current passes through it. Fuses are designed
to react to an overload within a pre-determined time frame. This is known as the fuse element characteristic or speed of the
fuse. For information on Resettable Fuses, please skip to the next page.
The majority of fuses feature markings on the cap, body or label to help identify the speed of the fuse.
It is important to use the correct fuse in your equipment to ensure it is protected from overloads.
Use the following information to help identify the element speed you should choose in our Fuse Finder App.
Selecting fuses can require technical product knowledge. If you are not sure or unable to find a suitable product, please
contact our friendly sales staff. Contact details are featured at the bottom of this page.

FUSE MARKINGS ON ELECTRONIC FUSES (EUROPEAN)
Sample markings on the metal cap
of an Electronic style cartridge fuse
T 3,15A H 250V
250V = 250 Volts
H = High Breaking Capacity (Ceramic Body)

Fuse
Marking
L
H

Fuse Breaking Capacity
(1st Letter After Amp Rating)
Low Breaking Capacity (Glass)
High Breaking Capacity (Ceramic)

3,15A = 3.15 Amp
T = Träge (Slow Blow)

Fuse
Marking
FF
F
M
T
TT

Select Element Speed
Very Fast Acting
Fast Acting
Fast Acting
Slow Acting
Slow Acting

Actual Fuse Element Characteristic
Very Fast Acting (Flink Flink)
Fast Acting (Flink)
Medium Acting (Mittelträge)
Slow Acting (Träge)
Very Slow Acting

FUSE MARKINGS ON INDUSTRIAL FUSES (EUROPEAN)
Fuse
Marking
gL
gG
gB
gTr

Select Element Speed
Fast Acting
Fast Acting
Fast Acting
Fast Acting

Actual Fuse Element Characteristic
General Purpose. Cable and Line Protection
General Purpose. Cable and Line Protection
General Application, Robust for mining application.
General Purpose Transformer Protection.

gR
aR
gRL
gPV
gS

Very Fast Acting
Very Fast Acting
Very Fast Acting
Very Fast Acting
Very Fast Acting

Rectifier Protection.
Rectifier Protection.
Rectifier Protection, Line & Cable Protection.
Photovoltaic Protection.
Protection for power semiconductors in drives.

aM

Slow Acting

Protection of electrical motors. Capable of withstanding motor starts.
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Resettable fuses, also known as Positive Temperature Coefficient (PTC) devices, are designed to protect a circuit from fault
currents by generating a high level of electrical resistance. When experiencing “over current and/or over voltage”, the device
generates thermal energy (Energy = I*V) and heats up itself. This makes the polymer matrix’s change from crystalline to
amorphous phase and results in a resistance increase that “trips” the electricity. The device will remain hot and stay “tripped”
until the fault is cleared and power is removed.
Selecting fuses can require technical product knowledge. If you are not sure or unable to find a suitable product, please
contact our friendly sales staff. Contact details are featured at the bottom of this page.

HOW DOES THE RESETTABLE FUSE WORK?
Resettable fuses are designed and made of patented novel polymeric PTC material in thin chip form. With electrodes and leads
attached on both sides, it is placed in series to protect a circuit. At “normal operating condition” the device remains at an
extremely low resistance (milli-ohms) and allows the electrical current to flow through it without any restriction. When over
current conditions occur, the polymeric PTC material heats up and its resistance increases sharply. Such a sharp resistance
increase (to an insulated status) cuts off the current in the circuit, and consequently protects the element and device in the
circuit. Upon fault current being removed, the resettable fuse cools and its resistance drops to the original extremely low
value. The resettable fuse is “reset” and allows the current through the circuit again.

Normal Operating Condition

Tripped State

Heating Up

Cooling Down

TRIP CURRENT, HOLD CURRENT & THERMAL DE-RATING
Trip Current (IT) and Hold Current (IH) of resettable fuse are rated at 23℃. Typically its Trip Current is twice as much as its
Hold Current. The device does not trip at or below its rated Hold Current, and will trip at or above its Trip Current value.
However, due to PTC effect both IT and IH reduce with ambient temperature increase and vice versa.
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